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Constrained Linear Models and Reparameterization

Suppose that y D .y1; y2; : : : ; yN /0 is an N -dimensional observable random column vector that

follows a G–M, Aitken, or general linear model, in which case

y D Xˇ C e;

where ˇ is a P�1 vector of unconstrained parameters. Now, consider a variation on the G–M, Aitken,

or general linear model in which ˇ is subject to the constraint

Aˇ D d;

where (for some nonnegative integer Q) A is a Q � P matrix and d a Q � 1 vector of known

constants. And assume that d 2 C.A/ (since otherwise the set of ˇ-values that satisfy the constraint

would be the empty set). Further, depending on whether the model equation pertains to the G–M

model, the Aitken model, or the general linear model, let us refer to the model with model equation

y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d as the constrained G–M model, the constrained Aitken model,

or the constrained general linear model. Here, it is implicitly assumed that (as in the unconstrained

case) the value(s) of the parameter(s) (� or the elements of �) that determine the value of var.y/ are

unrelated to the value of ˇ, so that in the case of the constrained G–M or constrained Aitken model

the parameter space is
fˇ; � W Aˇ Dd; � >0g

and in the case of the constrained general linear model the parameter space is

fˇ; � W Aˇ Dd; � 2�g:

The unconstrained (G–M, Aitken, or general linear) model can be regarded as a special case of

the corresponding constrained model. Specifically, it can be regarded as the “degenerate” special

case where Q D 0, that is, the special case where A has 0 rows and d has 0 elements. Alternatively,

whatever the value of Q, it can be regarded as the special case where A D 0 and d D 0.

Constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear models can serve as a basis for the analysis of

classificatory data and for the design of factorial or fractional factorial experiments (which give rise

to classificatory data). Suppose there are K factors with levels L1; L2; : : : ; LK , respectively. And

suppose that each of these factors is “crossed” with the others, so that all
QK

iD1 Li combinations

of levels are possible. Then, among the possible models is a G–M model in which ˇ has
QK

iD1 Li

elements, each of which represents the expected value of those of the yi ’s that pertain to a particular

one of the
QK

iD1 Li combinations of levels. As mentioned earlier (in Section 1.3) in the special case

of a single factor, a model of this kind is referred to as a cell-means model.

When (in such a setting) K � 2, there may be one or more factors or combinations of factors

whose “effect” on E.y/ is thought not to vary much with the levels of the remaining factors. In

such a case, there may be a willingness to assume that the effect of those factors or combinations of

factors does not vary at all with the levels of the remaining factors. These kinds of assumptions can

be incorporated into the cell-means model by expressing them as a constraint of the form Aˇ D d

(with d D 0).

Results are presented in Section 8.1 that extend to constrained models various of the results

(presented in earlier chapters) on unconstrained models. Those results are of a general nature. The
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presentation of results that are specific to classificatory models is to be deferred to a subsequent

chapter, where they are to be part of a broader discussion of classificatory models.

Results on constrained models can be of interest even in cases where the model is taken to be an

unconstrained model. Among results of that kind is a result that leads to an alternative expression for

the numerator of the F statistic for testing the null hypothesis H0 W ƒ0ˇ D �.0/ versus the alternative

hypothesis H1 W ƒ0ˇ ¤ �.0/. This result is the subject of Section ??. And as is to be discussed in

Section ??, results on constrained models provide a basis for transforming an unconstrained model

of less than full rank into a (constrained or unconstrained) model that is of full rank and that can be

used interchangeably with the original model.

In Section 4.2, a setting was considered where y D .y1; y2; : : : ; yN /0 is an N -dimensional

observable random column vector that follows a G–M model, where corresponding to the elements

of y are the elements, say u D .u1; u2; : : : ; uN /0, of an explanatory variable u, and where

E.yi / D ı.ui / .i D 1; 2; : : : ; N /

for some polynomial ı.�/ whose coefficients are represented by the elements of ˇ. Instead of taking

ı.�/ to be a polynomial, it could be taken to be some other member of the broader class of functions

consisting of piecewise polynomials. There may be choices for ı.�/ in this broader class of functions

for which the assumptions inherent in the equalities E.yi / D ı.ui / .i D 1; 2; : : : ; N / would be much

more reasonable than would be the case if the choice were restricted to ordinary polynomials. To

insure that the piecewise polynomial is “connected” and is sufficiently “smooth,” it may be necessary

to impose a parametric constraint of the form Aˇ D d. When ı.�/ is taken to be a piecewise

polynomial, the resultant model can (depending on what is assumed about the “join points”) be

either linear or partially linear. In either case, results on constrained G–M models are highly useful

in devising suitable inferential procedures. The use of piecewise polynomials for inferential purposes

is the subject of Section ??.

The final section of the present chapter (Section ??) is devoted to a discussion of reparameteriza-

tion; reparameterization is an important topic with significant ties to the topic of constrained models.

Consider a G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with a model matrix W (having N rows) that may

differ from the model matrix X of the “original” G–M, Aitken, or general linear model. Under certain

conditions (to be discussed in Section ??) the two models are said to be reparameterizations of each

other and are related in a way that allows them to be used “interchangeably.”

8.1 Constrained Models: Basic Definitions and Results

Let us take y to be an N �1 observable random vector that follows a G–M, Aitken, or general linear

model, so that
y D Xˇ C e; (1.1)

where E.e/ D 0 and where var.e/ D �2I (in the case of the G–M model), var.e/ D �2H (in the

case of the Aitken model), and var.e/ D V .�/ (in the case of the general linear model). And let

us consider how various of the results obtained earlier (in Chapters 5 and 7) in the “unconstrained

case,” where the parameter space is fˇ; � W ˇ 2R
P; � >0g or fˇ; � W ˇ 2R

P; � 2�g, are affected

when ˇ is subject to the constraint
Aˇ D d (1.2)

[where d 2 C.A/] and the parameter space becomes fˇ; � W Aˇ D d; � > 0g (in the case of the

G–M or Aitken model) and fˇ; � W Aˇ D d; � 2�g (in the case of the general linear model).
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a. Unbiasedness and estimability

Let �0ˇ represent an arbitrary linear combination of the elements of ˇ. And let t.y/ represent a

linear estimator of �0ˇ, in which case t.y/ D c C a0y for some constant c and some N -dimensional

column vector a (of constants). Now, supppose that ˇ is subject to the restriction (1.2) (but its value

is otherwise unknown). Then, by definition, �0ˇ is estimated unbiasedly by c C a0y if (and only if)

E.c C a0y/ D �0ˇ

for every value of ˇ for which Aˇ D d.

To insure that �0ˇ is estimated unbiasedly by c C a0y , it is sufficient that

a0X C r 0A D �0 and c D r 0d (1.3)

for some (Q-dimensional) column vector r . To see this, suppose that condition (1.3) is satisfied.

Then, for every value of ˇ for which Aˇ D d, we find that

E.cC a0y/ D cC a0Xˇ D r 0dC�0ˇ�r 0Aˇ D r 0dC�0ˇ�r 0d D �0ˇ:

Thus, �0ˇ is estimated unbiasedly by c C a0y .

Is condition (1.3) necessary as well as sufficient for �0ˇ to be estimated unbiasedly by c C a0y?

The answer is yes, as is evident upon observing that if �0ˇ is estimated unbiasedly by c C a0y , then

.�0 � a0X/ˇ D c

for every value of ˇ for which Aˇ D d, implying (in light of Theorem 2.11.7) that

.�0� a0X/ŒA�d C .I�A�A/ s� D c (1.4)

for every P �1 vector s, so that

.�0� a0X/A�d D c and .�0� a0X/.I�A�A/ D 0

[as becomes evident upon applying equality (1.4) with s D 0 and upon recalling Lemma 2.2.2], or

equivalently
.�0� a0X/A�d D c and a0X C .�0� a0X/A�A D �0;

and hence that the equalities (1.3) are satisfied for some vector r , namely, r D Œ.�0� a0X/A��0.

By definition, �0ˇ is estimable if there exists a constant c and a column vector a (of constants)

such that �0ˇ is estimated unbiasedly by c C a0y—otherwise (in the absence of any such c and a),

�0ˇ is said to be nonestimable. Clearly, a necessary condition for �0ˇ to be estimable is the existence

of column vectors a and r such that

a0X C r 0A D �0: (1.5)

This condition is equivalent to the condition

�0 2 R

�

X

A

�

: (1.6)

And it is sufficient as well as necessary, as is evident upon observing that if a and r satisfy equality

(1.5), then
E.r 0d C a0y/ D r 0d C E.a0y/ D r 0Aˇ C a0Xˇ D �0ˇ;

and consequently �0ˇ is estimated unbiasedly by r 0d C a0y.

Note (in light of the results of Section 5.3) that �0 2 R

�

X

A

�

if and only if �0ˇ is estimable

under an unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with model matrix

�

X

A

�

. Thus, �0ˇ

is estimable under a constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model (with model matrix X and

constraint Aˇ D d) if and only if �0ˇ is estimable under an unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general

linear model with model matrix

�

X

A

�

. There is an implication that any result on the estimability or
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nonestimability of linear combinations (of the elements of ˇ) obtained under an unconstrained G–M,

Aitken, or general linear model (with model equation y D Xˇ C e) can be readily translated into a

result on the estimability or nonestimability of those linear combinations under a constrained G–M,

Aitken, or general linear model (with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d). It is

simply a matter of applying the original (unconstrained) version of the result (in which the model

matrix is of dimensions N �P and is represented by X) with the .N CQ/ � P “augmented” matrix
�

X

A

�

in place of X.

In particular, this approach can be used to show that the following properties [which were estab-

lished earlier (in Section 5.3) for an (unconstrained) G–M, Aitken, or general linear model] extend

to a constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model (with model equation y D Xˇ C e and

constraint Aˇ D d):

(1) linear combinations of estimable functions are estimable; and

(2) linear combinations of nonestimable functions are not necessarily nonestimable.

b. Translation equivariance

Let us continue to take y to be an N �1 observable random vector that follows a constrained G–M,

Aitken, or general linear model (with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d). And

let us consider further the (point) estimation of a linear combination �0ˇ of the elements of ˇ.

Let t.y/ (a function of y) represent an arbitrary estimator of �0ˇ. There are various criteria that are

sometimes imposed on the choice of estimator. These include unbiasedness, which was discussed in

Subsection a. Another is translation equivariance. Translation equivariance was discussed previously

(in Section 5.2). Let us extend that discussion (which was confined to the special case where ˇ is

unrestricted) to the present case (where ˇ is subject to the constraint Aˇ D d).

Let k represent a P -dimensional column vector of constants, and consider the transformed N -

dimensional observable random column vector z defined as follows: z D y C Xk. Clearly,

z D X� C e; (1.7)

where � D ˇ C k. And

�0� D �0ˇ C �0k or, equivalently, �0ˇ D �0� � �0k: (1.8)

Moreover, if k is such that Ak D 0, then

A� D d , Aˇ D d;

in which case the model for z with model equation (1.7) (and with � assuming the role of ˇ) is of

the same general form as the model for y—if k is such that Ak ¤ 0, then A� ¤ Aˇ D d, in which

case the parameter space for � would differ from that for ˇ (in fact, the set f� 2 R
P W A� D dg

would have no members in common with the set f� W � D ˇCk; Aˇ D dg).

Accordingly, it can be argued that for a procedure to be suitable for estimating �0ˇ from y, it

should (for the sake of consistency) also be suitable (for every k such that Ak D 0) for estimating

�0� from z, implying [in light of relationship (1.8)] that (for every k such that Ak D 0) the estimator

t.y/ of �0ˇ should satisfy the condition

t.y/ C �0k D t.z/
or, equivalently, the condition

t.y/ C �0k D t.y C Xk/: (1.9)

In the case of a linear estimator c C a0y, condition (1.9) can be restated in the form of the condition

c C a0y C �0k D c C a0.y C Xk/;

which is equivalent to the condition
.�0 � a0X/k D 0: (1.10)
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The estimator t.y/ is said to be translation equivariant if for every k such that Ak D 0, it satisfies

condition (1.9). Thus, a linear estimator c C a0y is translation equivariant if for every k such that

Ak D 0, it satisfies condition (1.10). Moreover, for condition (1.10) to be satisfied for every k such

that Ak D 0, it is necessary and sufficient that

.�0� a0X/.I�A�A/ s D 0 for every P �1 vector s

(as is evident from Theorem 2.11.3) or, equivalently, that

.�0� a0X/.I�A�A/ D 0: (1.11)

And condition (1.11) is satisfied if and only if

�0� a0X D r 0A for some Q�1 vector r

(as can be readily verified) or, equivalently, if and only if

a0X C r 0A D �0 for some Q�1 vector r: (1.12)

In summary, cCa0y is a translation-equivariant estimator of �0ˇ if and only if the vector a satisfies

condition (1.11) or, equivalently, condition (1.12). As in the case where ˇ is unrestricted, a linear

unbiased estimator of �0ˇ is translation equivariant, but a linear translation-equivariant estimator is

not necessarily unbiased. What is required of the vector a for the unbiasedness of the linear estimator

c C a0y is the same as what is required for translation equivariance, however something is required

of the constant c for unbiasedness while nothing is required for translation equivariance.

c. Identifiability

Suppose that y is an N �1 observable random vector that follows a G–M, Aitken, or general linear

model (with model equation y D Xˇ C e). In the absence of any constraints on ˇ, the concept

of identifiability and its relationship to the concept of estimability are as discussed previously (in

Section 5.3c). Let us extend that discussion to the more general case where y follows a constrained

G–M, Aitken, or general linear model (with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d).

As in the unconstrained case, a linear combination �0ˇof the elements of ˇ is said to be identifiable

if �0ˇ has a fixed value for each value of E.y/ (i.e., if the value of �0ˇ is determinable from knowledge

of the value of Xˇ). What is different from the unconstrained case is that in the general case (where

ˇ is subject to the constraint Aˇ D d), the value of E.y/ may be confined to a proper subset of C.X/.

More formally, �0ˇ is said to be identifiable if for every pair of P -dimensionable column vectors ˇ1

and ˇ2 for which Aˇ1 D Aˇ2 D d,

Xˇ1 D Xˇ2 ) �0ˇ1 D �0ˇ2:

Or, equivalently, �0ˇ is identifiable if �0ˇ1 D �0ˇ2 for every pair of vectors ˇ1 and ˇ2 for which

Aˇ1 D Aˇ2 D d and Xˇ1 D Xˇ2.

For �0ˇ to be identifiable (when ˇ is subject to the constraint Aˇ D d), it is necessary and

sufficient that �0ˇ�
1 D �0ˇ�

2 for every pair of P -dimensional column vectors ˇ�
1 and ˇ�

2 for which
�

X

A

�

ˇ�
1 D

�

X

A

�

ˇ�
2 : (1.13)

Let us verify the necessity and sufficiency of this condition, starting with the sufficiency and

taking r to be a P �1 vector such that Ar D d [the existence of which follows from the supposition

that d 2 C.A/]. Accordingly, suppose that �0ˇ�
1 D �0ˇ�

2 for every pair of vectors ˇ�
1 and ˇ�

2

for which equality (1.13) is satisfied. And let ˇ1 and ˇ2 represent any pair of vectors for which

Aˇ1 D Aˇ2 D d and Xˇ1 D Xˇ2, and take ˇ�
1 D 1̌ � r and ˇ�

2 D ˇ2 � r . Then, clearly, ˇ�
1

and ˇ�
2 satisfy equality (1.13). Thus, to complete the verification of sufficiency, it remains only to

observe that
�0ˇ1 D �0ˇ�

1 C �0r D �0ˇ�
2 C �0r D �0ˇ2:
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Turning now to the verification of necessity, suppose that �0ˇ1 D �0ˇ2 for every pair of vectors

ˇ1 and ˇ2 for which Aˇ1 D Aˇ2 D d and Xˇ1 D Xˇ2. Further, let ˇ�
1 and ˇ�

2 represent any pair

of vectors for which equality (1.13) is satisfied, and take

1̌ D ˇ�
1 � ˇ�

2 C r and ˇ2 D r :

Then, clearly,
A 1̌ D Aˇ�

1 � Aˇ�
2 C Ar D Ar D d;

Aˇ2 D Ar D d;
and

X 1̌ D Xˇ�
1 � Xˇ�

2 C Xr D Xr D Xˇ2:

And it follows that

�0ˇ�
1 D �0.ˇ1 C ˇ�

2 � r/ D �0ˇ�
2 C �0ˇ1 � �0ˇ2 D �0ˇ�

2 C 0 D �0ˇ�
2 ;

which completes the verification of necessity.

It follows almost immediately from what has been established that �0ˇ is identifiable under a

constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model (with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint

Aˇ D d) if and only if �0ˇ is identifiable under an unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear

model with model matrix

�

X

A

�

and hence (in light of the results of Section 5.3c) if and only if �0ˇ

is estimable under an unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with model matrix

�

X

A

�

.

Moreover, it follows from the results of Subsection a that �0ˇ is estimable under an unconstrained

G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with model matrix

�

X

A

�

if and only if �0ˇ is estimable under a

constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model (with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint

Aˇ D d). Thus, �0ˇ is identifiable under a constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model (with

model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d) if and only if �0ˇ is estimable under that

model—this result extends the result obtained in Section 5.3c for an unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or

general linear model (with model matrix X).

d. Constrained least squares

Least squares estimators and their use in devising procedures for making various sorts of statistical

inferences were discussed extensively in Chapters 5 and 7. Throughout that discussion, the underlying

model was taken to be a G–M model (or, on occasion, an Aitken or general linear model) with model

equation y D Xˇ C e and with a parameter space fˇ; � W ˇ 2R
P; � >0g (or fˇ; � W ˇ 2R

P; � 2

�g) in which ˇ is unrestricted.

Now, suppose that ˇ is not unrestricted, but rather is subject to the constraint Aˇ D d; and

suppose that in implementing the method of least squares, the underlying model is taken to be a

constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model. Under such circumstances, the method of least

squares consists of minimizing the quantity .y �Xb/0.y �Xb/ with respect to the P -dimensional

vector b (where y is the observed value of y). Instead of the minimization being unrestricted (as

before), it is subject to the restriction Ab D d. When the minimization is subject to this restriction,

let us use the term constrained or restricted least squares in referring to the method of least squares.

And let us consider how and to what extent the results obtained earlier (in Chapters 5 and 7) on the

method of least squares can be extended to constrained least squares.

Lagrangian function and the constrained normal equations. Let q.b/ D .y�Xb/0.y�Xb/. Then,

the least squares minimization problem consists of minimizing q.b/ with respect to b subject to the

constraint Ab D d. And upon letting r D .r1; r2; : : : ; rQ/0 represent an arbitrary Q-dimensional

column vector, the Lagrangian function for this problem is expressible as

f .b/ D q.b/ � 2r 0.d�Ab/:
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Here, the role of the Lagrange multipliers is played by the elements �2r1; �2r2; : : : ; �2rQ of the

vector �2r. (Expressing the Lagrangian function in such a way that the vector of Lagrange multipliers

is represented by �2r rather than by r will be convenient in what follows.)

Upon applying Lagrange’s theorem [which is Theorem 10 in Magnus and Neudecker’s (1988)

Chapter 7], we find that for q.b/ to attain its minimum value at a point b (subject to the constraint

Ab D d), it is necessary that there exists a Q�1 vector r such that for r D r, b is a stationary point

of the Lagrangian function f (i.e., such that for r D r, @f =@b D 0 at b D b). In fact, the theorem

indicates that Q�rank.A/ of the elements of the vector r can be taken to be 0. Of course, it is also

necessary that b satisfy the constraint (i.e., that Ab D d).

Making use of result (5.4.13) and formula (5.4.7), we find that

@f .b/

@b
D

@ q.b/

@b
� 2

@ .A0r/0 b

@b
D 2.X0Xb � X0y C A0r/:

Thus, for q.b/ to attain its minimum value at a point b (subject to the constraint Ab D d), it is

necessary that there exists a Q�1 vector r such that X0Xb C A0r D X0y (and that Ab D d) or,

equivalently, it is necessary that there exists a Q�1 vector r such that b and r are, respectively, the

first and second parts of a solution to the linear system

X0Xb C A0r D X0y; (1.14)

Ab D d (1.15)

(in b and r). Note that the linear system formed by equations (1.14) and (1.15) can be reexpressed as
�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

b

r

�

D

�

X0y

d

�

: (1.16)

Equations (1.14) and (1.15) are referred to collectively as the constrained normal equations; this

term is also used in referring to linear system (1.16).

Consistency of the constrained normal equations. Do the constrained normal equations necessarily

have a solution? The answer is yes!

Let us verify the consistency of the constrained normal equations. To do so, it suffices (in light

of Theorem 5.3.1) to show that the constrained normal equations are compatible. Accordingly, let k

represent any P �1 vector and ` any Q�1 vector such that
�

k

`

�0�
X0X A0

A 0

�

D 0 :

Then,
k0X0X D �`0A and Ak D 0; (1.17)

implying that
.Xk/0Xk D k0X0Xk D �`0Ak D 0

and hence (in light of Corollary 2.3.3) that

Xk D 0: (1.18)

Moreover, since (by assumption) d 2 C.A/, there exists a vector h such that d D Ah, implying [in

light of results (1.17) and (1.18)] that

`0d D `0Ah D �k0X0Xh D �.Xk/0Xh D 0: (1.19)

Together, results (1.18) and (1.19) imply that
�

k

`

�0�
X0y

d

�

D .Xk/0y C `0d D 0:

Thus, the constrained normal equations are compatible.

Minimizing values. For q.b/ to attain its minimum value at a point Qb (subject to the constraint
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Ab D d), it is necessary that Qb form the first (P -dimensional) part of some solution to the constrained

normal equations. Is that condition sufficient as well as necessary? The answer is yes!

For purposes of confirming that the answer is yes, let Qb represent the first (P -dimensional) part

and Qr the second (Q-dimensional) part of any solution to the constrained normal equations. Then,

upon reexpressing q.b/ in the form

q.b/ D Œy � XQb � X.b � Qb/�0Œy � XQb � X.b � Qb/�

and upon observing that (for b such that Ab D d)

Œ.y � XQb/0X.b � Qb/�0 D .b � Qb/0X0.y � XQb/ D .b � Qb/0A0 Qr D .Ab � AQb/0 Qr D 0

and obsering also that ŒX.b � Qb/�0ŒX.b � Qb/� is the sum of squares of the elements of the vector

X.b � Qb/, we find that (for b such that Ab D d)

q.b/ D q.Qb/ C ŒX.b � Qb/�0X.b � Qb/ � q.Qb/:

And it follows that q.b/ attains its minimum value (for b such that Ab D d) at Qb. Moreover, for b

such that Ab D d,

q.b/ D q.Qb/ , ŒX.b � Qb/�0X.b � Qb/ D 0

, X.b � Qb/ D 0

, Xb D XQb

, X0Xb D X0XQb (recalling Corollary 2.3.4)

, X0Xb C A0 Qr D X0XQb C A0 Qr

) X0Xb C A0 Qr D X0y;

In summary,

(1) q.b/ attains its minimum value (subject to the constraint Ab D d) at a point Qb if and only if Qb

is the first (P -dimensional) part of some solution to the constrained normal equations; and

(2) XQb D Xb� for any two points Qb and b� at which q.b/ attains its minimum value (subject to the

constraint Ab D d) or, equivalently, that form the first (P -dimensional) parts of solutions to the

constrained normal equations.

Constrained least squares estimators and the constrained conjugate normal equations. Let �0ˇ

represent any linear combination of the elements of ˇ that is estimable (under the constrained G–M,

Aitken, or general linear model). And let q.b/ D .y �Xb/0.y �Xb/. By definition, the constrained

least squares estimator of �0ˇ is �0 Qb, where (for each value of the observable random vector y)
Qb is any value of the vector b for which q.b/ attains its minimum value (subject to the constraint

Ab D d). This estimator is well-defined in the sense that it does not vary with the choice of Qb [as is

evident upon recalling from Subsection a that �0 D a0 X C r 0A for some vectors a and r and upon

recalling from the preceding part of the present subsection that XQb D Xb� for any two points Qb and

b� at which q.b/ attains its minimum value (subject to the constraint Ab D d)].

The value of the constrained least squares estimator of �0ˇ can be determined from a solution to

the constrained normal equations; the constrained least squares estimate of �0ˇ equals �0 Qb, where Qb

is the first (P -dimensional) part of any solution to those equations. Alternatively, it can be determined

from a solution to the linear system
�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

s

t

�

D

�

�

0

�

; (1.20)

comprising PCQ equations in a .PCQ/-dimensional vector of unknowns with first (P -dimensional)

part s and second (Q-dimensional) part t.

Let us refer to the equations forming linear system (1.20) (and to the linear system itself) as the

constrained conjugate normal equations. Those equations are consistent. To see that, observe that

there exist a P -dimensional vector s� and a Q-dimensional vector t� such that
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�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

s�

t�

�

D

�

X0a

0

�

(as is evident from the consistency of the constrained normal equations), and observe further that a

solution to linear system (1.20) can be obtained by taking s D s� and t D t� C r .

For any solution

�

Qb
Qr

�

to the constrained normal equations and any solution

�

Qs
Qt

�

to the constrained

conjugate normal equations, we find that

�0 Qb D .X0XQs C A0Qt/0 Qb

D Qs0X0X Qb C Qt0AQb

D Qs0.X0y � A0 Qr/ C Qt0d

D Qs0X0y � .AQs/0 Qr C Qt0d

D Qs0X0y C Qt0d: (1.21)

It is clear from expression (1.21) that the constrained least squares estimator of �0ˇ is a linear

estimator. It is also clear that it satisfies conditions (1.3) and (1.12). Thus, the constrained least

squares estimator of �0ˇ is a linear, translation-equivariant, unbiased estimator.

More on estimability. As a generalization of the result that R.X0X/ D R.X/, we have that

R

�

X0X

A

�

D R

�

X

A

�

; (1.22)

as can be readily verified by observing that
�

X0X

A

�

D

�

X0 0

0 I

� �

X

A

�

and

�

X

A

�

D

�

X.X0X/� 0

0 I

� �

X0X

A

�

:

Thus, for �0ˇ to be estimable under the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model, it is

necessary and sufficient that

�0 2 R

�

X0X

A

�

(1.23)

or, equivalently, that
�0 D s0X0X C t0A (1.24)

for some column vectors s and t. Note that equality (1.24) can be reexpressed in the form

� D X0Xs C A0t (1.25)

or in the form
.X0X; A0/

�

s

t

�

D �: (1.26)

In the preceding part of the present subsection, it was shown that for �0ˇ to be estimable under

the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model, it is necessary that the constrained conjugate

normal equations be consistent. The consistency of the constrained conjugate normal equations is

also a sufficient condition (for the estimability of �0ˇ), as is evident from the sufficiency of the

existence of vectors s and t for which equality (1.26) is satisfied.

Note that the existence of vectors s and t for which equality (1.26) is satisfied can be rechar-

acterized in terms of the consistency of a linear system. Summarizing, �0ˇ is estimable under the

constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model if and only if the linear system with coeficient

matrix .X0X; A0/ and right side � is consistent and if and only if the constrained conjugate normal

equations are consistent.

Other conditions that are necessary and sufficient for the estimability of �0ˇcan be readily devised

by making use of any of the various conditions that are necessary and sufficient for the consistency of

a linear system. Previously (in Part 1 of Section 5.4c), such an approach was used in devising various

conditions that are necessary and sufficient for the estimability of �0ˇ under an unconstrained G–M,
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Aitken, or general linear model. It could be used in similar fashion to obtain generalizations of those

conditions that are applicable when ˇ is subject to the constraint Aˇ D d.

Some results on partitioned matrices. Before proceeding, it is convenient to establish some additional

results on partitioned matrices, starting with the following result.

Lemma 8.1.1. For any N�P matrix X and Q�P matrix A, C

�

X0X

A

�

and C

�

A0

0

�

are essentially

disjoint, that is, have only the null vector in common.

Proof. Let u represent a (P CQ)-dimensional column vector, and suppose that

u 2 C

�

X0X

A

�

\ C

�

A0

0

�

:

Then, there exist a P -dimensional column vector s and a Q-dimensional column vector t such that

u D

�

X0X

A

�

s and u D

�

A0

0

�

t;

in which case
X0Xs D A0t and As D 0:

And it follows that
.Xs/0Xs D s0X0Xs D s0A0t D .As/0t D 0;

implying that Xs D 0 and hence that

u D

�

X0Xs

As

�

D

�

X00

0

�

D 0:

Thus, C

�

X0X

A

�

and C

�

A0

0

�

have only the null vector in common. Q.E.D.

As a corollary of Lemma 8.1.1, we have [upon recalling Theorem 2.4.25 and result (1.22)] the

following result.

Corollary 8.1.2. For any N �P matrix X and Q�P matrix A,

rank

�

X0X A0

A 0

�

D rank

�

X0X

A

�

C rank.A/ D rank

�

X

A

�

C rank.A/:

The following result on the generalized inverses of partitioned matrices is applicable in partic-

ular to matrices of the form of the coefficient matrix of the constrained normal equations and the

constrained conjugate normal equations.

Lemma 8.1.3. Let A represent a P �K matrix that has been partitioned as A D .A1; A2/, and

let G represent a generalized inverse of A that has been partitioned conformally as G D

�

G1

G2

�

(so

that G1 has the same number of rows as A1 has columns). Further, suppose that C.A1/ and C.A2/

are essentially disjoint (i.e., have only the null vector in common). Then, A1G1A1 D A1 (i.e., G1

is a generalized inverse of A1) and A2G2A1 D 0. And, similarly, A2G2A2 D A2 (i.e., G2 is a

generalized inverse of A2) and A1G1A2 D 0.

Proof. Clearly,

.A1G1A1CA2G2A1; A1G1A2CA2G2A2/

D .A1; A2/

�

G1

G2

�

.A1; A2/ D AGA D A D .A1; A2/;

implying that
A1�A1G1A1 D A2G2A1 (1.27)

and that
A2 �A2G2A2 D A1G1A2: (1.28)

And upon observing that each column of the left side of equality (1.27) is contained in C.A1/ and

each column of the right side is contained in C.A2/, we conclude that the columns of the left side
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and the corresponding columns of the right side are null vectors and hence that A1�A1G1A1 D 0,

or equivalently A1G1A1 D A1, and that A2G2A1 D 0. Similarly, upon observing that each column

of the left side of equality (1.28) is contained in C.A2/ and each column of the right side is contained

in C.A1/, we conclude that the columns of the left side and the corresponding columns of the right

side are null vectors and hence that A2 �A2G2A2 D 0, or equivalently A2G2A2 D A2, and that

A1G1A2 D 0. Q.E.D.

As a corollary of Lemma 8.1.3, we have the following result.

Corollary 8.1.4. Let B represent a partitioned matrix of the form

B D

�

X0X A0

A 0

�

;

and let G represent a generalized inverse (of B) that has been partitioned as

G D

�

G11 G12

G21 G22

�

;

conformally to the partitioning of B (so that the dimensions of G11 are the same as those of X0X).

Then,
AG12A D AG0

21A D A (1.29)

(i.e., G12 and G0
21 are both generalized inverses of A).

Proof. In light of Lemma 8.1.1, it follows from Lemma 8.1.3 that .G21; G22/ is a generalized

inverse of

�

A0

0

�

and hence that
�

A0

0

�

.G21; G22/

�

A0

0

�

D

�

A0

0

�

: (1.30)

And equality (1.30) implies that
A0G21A0 D A0

and hence that
AG0

21A D .A0G21A0/0 D .A0/0 D A:

Moreover, upon observing (in light of the symmetry of B) that G0 D

�

G0
11 G0

21

G0
12 G0

22

�

(like G itself)

is a generalized inverse of B, we find [upon replacing G0
21 in the equality AG0

21A D A with

.G0
12/0 D G12] that AG12A D A. Q.E.D.

Variances and covariances of constrained least squares estimators. Let us add to the results on

constrained least squares estimation obtained earlier in the present subsection. Accordingly, suppose

that y is an N�1 observable random vector that follows a constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear

model (with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d). And recall that the constrained

least squares estimator of an estimable linear combination �0ˇ of the elements of ˇ is expressible as

Qs0X0y C Qt0d D .XQs/0y C Qt0d; (1.31)

where Qs and Qt are any values of s abd t, respectively, that satisfy the onstrained conjugate normal

equations

�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

s

t

�

D

�

�

0

�

—that the constrained least squares estimator is expresible in

the form (1.31) is a consequence of result (1.21).

Let G represent any generalized inverse of

�

X0X A0

A 0

�

, and partition G as G D

�

G11 G12

G21 G22

�

(where G11 is of the same dimensions as X0X). Then, among the solutions to the constrained conjugate

normal equations is the vector G

�

�

0

�

, for which s D G11� and t D G21�. Thus, the constrained

least squares estimator (1.31) can be expressed in terms of G11 and G21 as follows:

.G11�/0X0y C .G21�/0d D .XG11�/0y C .G21�/0d: (1.32)
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Making use of expression (1.32), we find that under the constrained general linear model, the

variance of the constrained least squares estimator of �0ˇ is expressible as

var.Qs0X0y C Qt0d/ D Qs0X0V.�/XQs D .G11�/0X0V.�/XG11�: (1.33)

More generally, suppose that �0
1ˇ and �0

2ˇ are any two estimable linear combinations of the elements

of ˇ. Then, the constrained least squares estimator of �0
1ˇ is Qs0

1X0y C Qt0
1d, where Qs1 is any P �1

vector and Qt1 any Q�1 vector for which

�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

Qs1

Qt1

�

D

�

�1

0

�

; and, similarly, the constrained

least squares estimator of �0
2ˇ is Qs0

2X0y C Qt0
2d, where Qs2 is any P �1 vector and Qt2 any Q�1 vector

for which

�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

Qs2

Qt2

�

D

�

�2

0

�

. And under the constrained general linear model,

cov.Qs0
1X0y C Qt0

1d; Qs0
2X0y C Qt0

2d/ D Qs0
1X0V.�/X Qs2 D .G11�1/

0X0V.�/XG11�2: (1.34)

In the special case of the constrained Aitken model, result (1.33) “simplifies” to

var.Qs0X0y C Qt0d/ D �2 Qs0X0HXQs D �2.G11�/0X0HXG11� (1.35)

and result (1.34) to

cov.Qs0
1X0y C Qt0

1d; Qs0
2X0y C Qt0

2d/ D �2 Qs0
1X0HX Qs2 D �2.G11�1/

0X0HXG11�2: (1.36)

And in the further special case of the constrained G–M model, we find that

var.Qs0X0y C Qt0d/ D �2 Qs0X0XQs D �2 Qs0.��A0Qt/ D �2 Qs0� D �2�0 Qs D �2�0G11� (1.37)

and, similarly, that

cov.Qs0
1X0y C Qt0

1d; Qs0
2X0y C Qt0

2d/

D �2 Qs0
1X0X Qs2 D �2 Qs0

2X0X Qs1 D �2 Qs0
2.�1�A0 Qt1/ D �2 Qs0

2�1 D �2�0
1 Qs2 D �2�0

1G11�2: (1.38)

The various formulas for the variances and covariances of the constrained least squares estimators

can be regarded as generalizations of those presented (in the final part of Section 5.4c) for the

variances and covariances of unconstrained least squares estimators. In these generalizations, the

role of solutions to the (unconstrained) conjugate normal equations is assumed by the first (P -

dimensional) parts of solutions to the constrained conjugate normal equations, and the role of .X0X/�

is assumed by G11.

Residual sum of squares and the estimation of variances and covariances. Let us continue to

suppose that y is an N �1 observable random vector that follows a constrained G–M, Aitken, or

general linear model, with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d. Further, let

� D E.y/, and observe that � D Xˇ. Among the potential estimators of � is the N�1 vector whose

elements are the constrained least squares estimators of the corresponding elements of Xˇ. Let us

denote this estimator by O� and refer to it as the constrained least squares estimator.

Take Qb to be any value of the P �1 vector b and Qr any value of the Q�1 vector r that form a

solution to the linear system
�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

b

r

�

D

�

X0y

d

�

:

And take QS to be any value of the P �N matrix S and QT any value of the Q�N vector T that form

a solution to the linear system
�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

S

T

�

D

�

X0

0

�

:

Then, O� can be expressed either in terms of Qb or in terms of QS amd QT. It follows from what has been

established in the preceding parts of the present subsection that
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O� D XQb (1.39)

and also that
O� D QS0X0y C QT 0d: (1.40)

Let us refer to the difference y � O� between y and the constrained least squares estimator of its

expected value as the residual vector. And let us refer to the quantity .y � O�/0.y � O�/ as the residual

sum of squares.

Clearly,
E.y � O�/ D � � E. O�/:

Moreover,
E. O�/ D �; (1.41)

as is evident upon recalling (from the results presented earlier in this subsection) that the constrained

least squares estimators of estimable linear combinations of the elements of ˇ are unbiased or as can

be verified directly by observing [in light of result (1.40)] that (when Aˇ D d)

E. O�/ D QS0X0Xˇ C QT 0d D .X0X QS/0ˇ C QT 0d D .X0�A0 QT /0ˇ C QT 0d D � � QT 0d C QT 0d D �:

Thus, E.y � O�/ D 0: (1.42)

Turning now to the variance-covariance matrix of y � O�, we find that

var.y � O�/ D var.y � QS0X0y � QT 0d/

D var.y � QS0X0y/

D varŒ.I�X QS/0y �

D .I�X QS/0var.y/ .I�X QS/: (1.43)

And in the special case where the underlying model is the constrainced G–M model, expression

(1.43) can be simplified as follows:

var.y � O�/ D .I�X QS/0.�2I/.I�X QS/

D �2.I�X QS/0.I�X QS/

D �2.I � QS0X0 � X QS C QS0X0X QS/

D �2 ŒI � QS0X0 � X QS C QS0.X0�A0 QT /�

D �2 ŒI � X QS � .A QS/0 QT �

D �2.I � X QS � 00 QT/

D �2.I � X QS/: (1.44)

Moreover, among the choices for QS and QT are QS D G11X0 and QT D G21X0, so that as a particular

version of result (1.44) we have the following:

var.y � O�/ D �2.I � XG11X0/: (1.45)

The residual sum of squares can be reexpessed as follows:

.y � O�/0.y � O�/ D .y �XQb/0y � .y �XQb/0XQb

D .y �XQb/0y � .X0y �X0XQb/0 Qb

D .y �XQb/0y � .A0 Qr/0 Qb

D .y �XQb/0y � Qr 0A Qb

D y 0y � Qb0X0y � Qr 0d: (1.46)

Expression (1.46) can be regarded as the counterpart of expression (5.4.21).

In the special case where the underlying model is taken to be the constrained G–M model, an
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expression for the expected value of .y � O�/0.y � O�/ can be obtained by taking advantage of results

(1.42) and (1.45). Upon regarding .y� O�/0.y� O�/ as a quadratic form in y� O� (with matrix IN ) and

applying formula (5.7.11) for the expected value of a quadratic form, we find that

EŒ.y � O�/0.y � O�/� D tr ŒIN var.y � O�/� D �2 tr.IN � XG11X0/ D �2ŒN � tr.X0XG11/�: (1.47)

Moreover,
tr.X0XG11/ D rank

�

X

A

�

� rank.A/; (1.48)

as can be readily verified by recalling Corollaries 8.1.2 and 8.1.4 and by observing (in light of Lemma

2.10.13, Lemma 2.10.12, and Corollary 2.8.3) that

rank

�

X

A

�

� rank.A/ D rank

�

X0X A0

A 0

�

D rank

��

X0X A0

A 0

��

G11 G12

G21 G22

��

D tr

��

X0X A0

A 0

��

G11 G12

G21 G22

��

D tr.X0XG11 C A0G21/ C tr.AG12/

D tr.X0XG11/ C tr.A0G21/ C tr.AG12/

D tr.X0XG11/ C tr.G0
21A/ C tr.AG12/

D tr.X0XG11/ C rank.G0
21A/ C rank.AG12/

D tr.X0XG11/ C 2 rank.A/:

And upon replacing tr.X0XG11/ in expression (1.47) with expression (1.48), we obtain the following

expression for the expected value of .y � O�/0.y � O�/:

EŒ.y � O�/0.y � O�/� D �2fN � Œrank

�

X

A

�

� rank.A/�g: (1.49)

Result (1.49) has the following implication: when the underlying model is taken to be the con-

strained G–M model, an unbiased estimator of the variance �2 is provided by the quantity

.y � O�/0.y � O�/

N � Œrank

�

X

A

�

� rank.A/�

: (1.50)

Interpretation of the Lagrange multipliers. As on various previous occasions, let q.b/ D .y �

Xb/0.y�Xb/ (where y 2R
N ). And let us consider further the problem of minimizing q.b/ subject to

the constraint Ab D d [where d2C.A/]. Specifically, let us consider the dependence of the solution

to this problem on the value of d as quantified by the function h.�/ defined [for d2C.A/] as follows:

h.d/ D min
fb W AbDdg

q.b/:

Take Qb to be any P �1 vector and Qr any Q�1 vector that simultaneously satisfy the equality

�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

Qb
Qr

�

D

�

X0y

d

�

: (1.51)

Further, let G represent any generalized inverse of

�

X0X A0

A 0

�

, partition G as G D

�

G11 G12

G21 G22

�

(where G11 is of dimensions P�P ), and recall that G0 D

�

G0
11 G0

21

G0
12 G0

22

�

, like G itself, is a generalized

inverse of

�

X0X A0

A 0

�

. And observe (in light of the results of Part 3 of the present subsection) that
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the value of XQb is uniquely determined by equality (1.51) and that as a consequence the value of A0 Qr

is also uniquely determined (i.e., the values of XQb and A0 Qr do not vary with the choice of Qb and Qr).

Among the choices for Qb and Qr [that satisfy equality (1.51)] are those obtained by taking
�

Qb
Qr

�

D

�

G11 G12

G21 G22

��

X0y

d

�

(1.52)

and those obtained by taking �

Qb
Qr

�

D

�

G0
11 G0

21

G0
12 G0

22

��

X0y

d

�

: (1.53)

And in light of result (1.46),
h.d/ D y 0y � Qb0X0y � Qr 0d: (1.54)

Since Qb and Qr depend on d, expression (1.54) for h.d/ depends on d implicitly as well as

explicitly. To obtain an expression for h.d/ in which the dependence on d is altogether explicit, it

suffices to start with expression (1.54) and to substitute for Qb and Qr from expression (1.52) or (1.53).

When the substitution is from expression (1.53), we obtain the expression

h.d/ D y 0y � .X0y/0G11X0y � d0G21X0y � .G0
12X0y/0d � d0G22d: (1.55)

Now, suppose that rank.A/ D Q. Then, the rows of A are linearly independent and hence the

columns of A0 are linearly independent. And since (as noted earlier) the value of A0 Qr is uniquely

determined by equality (1.51), it follows from the linear independence of the columns of A0 that the

value of Qr is also uniquely determined. Moreover, this value is such that

@h

@d
D �2 Qr: (1.56)

Result (1.56) can be established by applying well-known results on Lagrange multipliers [de-

scribed, e.g., by Magnus and Neudecker (1988, sec. 7.16)]. Alternatively, it can be established via the

direct differentiation of expression (1.55). Making use of formulas (5.4.7) and (5.4.9) [and observing

that d0G21X0y D .G21X0y/0d], we find that

@h

@d
D �G21X0y � G0

12X0y � .G22CG0
22/d

D �.G21X0y C G22d/ � .G0
12X0y C G0

22d/:

And upon observing that Qr is expressible as Qr D G21X0y CG22d and also as Qr D G0
12X0y CG0

22d,

we conclude that @h

@d
D �Qr � Qr D �2 Qr:

The significance of result (1.56) is that it characterizes the vector Qr in a meaningful way; the

elements of the vector �2 Qr can be used to gauge the sensitivity of the residual sum of squares h.d/

to small changes in the elements of d.

The result (1.56) can be extended to the more general case where rank.A/ equals some number,

say Q�, that may be less than Q. Such an extension can be achieved by identifying Q� rows of the

Q�P matrix A that form a linearly independent set, say its i1; i2; : : : ; iQ�
th rows, and by restricting

the choice of Qb and Qr so that all of the elements of Qr save its i1; i2; : : : ; iQ�
th elements equal 0. Then,

in lieu of result (1.56), we have that
@h

@d�

D �2 Qr�; (1.57)

where d� is the subvector of d and Qr� the subvector of Qr formed by their i1; i2; : : : ; iQ�
th elements—

in regard to the interpretation of result (1.57), it is assumed that any changes in the i1; i2; : : : ; iQ�
th

elements of d are accompanied by “corresponding changes” in the other elements of d.
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e. An alternative approach: transformation to an “equivalent” unconstrained model

Suppose (as in Subsection d) that y is an N �1 observable random vector that follows a constrained

G–M, Aitken, or general linear model (with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d).

And observe (in light of Theorem 2.11.7) that a P �1 vector b is a solution to the (consistent) linear

system Ab D d (in the P �1 vector b) if and only if

b D A�d C .I�A�A/t (1.58)

for some P �1 vector t. Accordingly, an N �1 vector, say m, is expressible in the form m D Xb for

some solution b to Ab D d if and only if

m D XA�d C X.I�A�A/t (1.59)

for some P �1 vector t. This result suggests that we replace Xˇ in the model equation y D Xˇ C e

with the expression
XA�d C W �;

where W D X.I�A�A/ and where � is a P �1 vector. Then,

y D XA�d C W � C e (1.60)

or, equivalently,
z D W � C e; (1.61)

where z D y � XA�d.

Let us regard equality (1.61) as the model equation for an (unconstrained) G–M, Aitken, or

general linear model. This model is one in which it is the transformed vector z (rather than the vector

y) that plays the role of the observable random vector (the realization of which is the data vector), in

which W is the model matrix, and in which � represents an (unconstrained) vector of parameters.

The distribution of y (or z) under the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model (with

model equation y D Xˇ Ce and constraint Aˇ D d) can be readily determined from its distribution

under the corresponding unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model (with model equation

z D W � Ce). It is simply a matter of observing that the latter distribution depends on the parameter

vector � only through the value of W � and hence only through the value of .I �A�A/� and of

reexpressing that distribution in terms of the parameter vector ˇ by replacing .I � A�A/� with

ˇ�A�d—when .I�A�A/� D ˇ�A�d,

y D XA�d C z D XA�d C X.ˇ�A�d/ C e D Xˇ C e

and Aˇ D AŒA�d C .I�A�A/�� D d:

Moreover, results obtained under the unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model for the

transformed observable random vector z can be readily translated into results obtainable under

the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model for the observable random vector y, as is

demonstrated in what follows.

Estimability. A linear combination �0ˇ of the elements of ˇ is estimable under the constrained G–

M, Aitken, or general linear model for y if and only if the linear combination �0.I�A�A/� (of the

elements of �) is estimable under the corresponding unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear

model for the transformed vector z.

For purposes of verification, recall (from Subsection a) that �0ˇ is estimable under the constrained

G–M, Aitken, or general linear model for y if and only if �0 D a0XCr 0A for some column vectors a

and r. Moreover, �0 D a0XCr 0A for some column vectors a and r if and only if �0.I�A�A/ D `0W

for some column vector ` (as can be readily verified) and hence if and only if �0.I �A�A/� is

estimable under the unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model for z (with model equation

z D W � C e).

Constrained and unconstrained normal equations and least squares estimators. Let b represent

any value of b and r any value of r for which

�

b

r

�

constitutes a solution to the constrained normal
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equations

�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

b

r

�

D

�

X0y

d

�

(for the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model for

y), and let t represent any solution to the normal equations W 0W t D W 0z (for the corresponding

unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model for the transformed vector z). Then, for any

linear combination �0ˇ of the elements of ˇ that is estimable (under the constrained G–M, Aitken, or

general linear model), �0b (which is the constrained least squares estimator of �0ˇ) is reexpressible

in terms of t (and in terms of the least squares estimator �0.I�A�A/t of �0.I�A�A/�) as

�0b D �0A�d C �0.I�A�A/t: (1.62)

Let us verify equality (1.62). Since Ab D d,

b D A�d C .I�A�A/t� (1.63)

for some vector t�. And since X0Xb C A0r D X0y,

X0W t� C A0r D X0z: (1.64)

Moreover, equality (1.64) implies that

W 0W t� D W 0z;

as becomes evident upon premultiplying both sides of equality (1.64) by .I�A�A/0.

Now, upon premultiplying expression (1.63) by �0, we obtain the expression

�0b D �0A�d C �0.I�A�A/t�;

which indicates that equality (1.62) holds for some solution to W 0W t D W 0z. To confirm that it

holds for every solution, observe (in light of the estimability of �0ˇ) that �0 D a0X C r 0A for some

column vectors a and r and hence that �0.I�A�A/ D a0W for some column vector a, and recall

that W t has the same value for every solution to W 0W t D W 0z.

Residual vector and the residual sum of squares. In the case of the (unconstrained) G–M, Aitken,

or general linear model for the transformed observable random vector z (with model equation z D

W � C e),
E.z/ D W �I

the residual vector (i.e., the vector whose elements are the least squares residuals) is

z � W t;

where t is any solution to W 0W t D W 0z; the residual sum of squares is

.z�W t/0.z�W t/I

and (in the special case of the G–M model)

.z�W t/0.z�W t/=ŒN �rank.W /�

is an unbiased estimator of �2.

In the case of the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model for the observable random

vector y (with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d),

E.y/ D XˇI

the residual vector is
y �Xb;

where b is the P�1 vector whose elements are the first P elements of any solution to the constrained

normal equations

�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

b

r

�

D

�

X0y

d

�

; the residual sum of squares is

.y �Xb/0.y �Xb/I

and (in the special case of the constrained G–M model)
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.y �Xb/0.y �Xb/=fN � Œrank

�

X

A

�

� rank.A/�g (1.65)

is an unbiased estimator of �2.

It follows from result (1.62) that

Xb D XA�d C W t: (1.66)

Thus,
z � W t D y � XA�d � W t D y �Xb (1.67)

and
.z�W t/0.z�W t/ D .y �Xb/0.y �Xb/: (1.68)

That is, the residual vector and the residual sum of squares obtained on the basis of the unconstrained

G–M, Aitken, or general linear model (with model equation z D W � C e) are the same as those

obtained on the basis of the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model (with model equation

y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d). Moreover,

rank.W / D rank

�

X

A

�

� rank.A/; (1.69)

which implies that the two estimators of �2 are also the same.

Let us verify equality (1.69). The partitioned matrix

�

X

A

�

has the same column space (and hence

the same rank) as the partitioned matrix

�

W XA�A

0 A

�

, as is evident upon observing that

�

X

A

�

D

�

W XA�A

0 A

��

I

I

�

and

�

W XA�A

0 A

�

D

�

X

A

�

.I�A�A; A�A/:

Moreover,

�

W

0

�

and

�

XA�A

A

�

are essentially disjoint (as can be readily confirmed) and

rank

�

XA�A

A

�

D rank.A/ [as is evident upon observing that

�

XA�A

A

�

D

�

XA�

I

�

A]. Thus,

making use of Theorem 2.4.25, we find that

rank

�

X

A

�

D rank

�

W XA�A

0 A

�

D rank

�

W

0

�

C rank

�

XA�A

A

�

D rank.W / C rank.A/

and hence that
rank.W / D rank

�

X

A

�

� rank.A/;

as was to be verified.

A generalization. The results and the discussion of the preceding parts of the present subsection

(Subsection e) can be generalized. Let Qb represent any value of the P �1 vector b that satisfies the

equality Ab D d. Further, let L represent any matrix (with P rows) whose columns span N.A/, and

denote by K the number of columns in L—necessarily, K � P � rank.A/. Then, as generalizations

of results (1.58) and (1.59), we have that

b D Qb C Lt (1.70)

and
m D XQb C XLt (1.71)

for some K�1 vector t—results (1.58) and (1.59) are the special cases of results (1.70) and (1.71)

where Qb D A�d and L D I�A�A (and where K D P ). And upon letting � represent a K�1 vector

and upon replacing Xˇ in the model equation y D Xˇ C e with the expression

XQb C W �;

where W D XL, we obtain [as a generalization of expression (1.60)]
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y D XQb C W � C e (1.72)

or equivalently [as a generalization of equality (1.61)]

z D W � C e; (1.73)

where z D y � XQb.

Now, regard z D y � XQb as an observable random vector that follows an (unconstrained) G–

M, Aitken, or general linear model with model equation (1.73). Then, as in the special case where
Qb D A�d and L D I�A�A, the distribution of z depends on the parameter vector � only through the

value of L�, and the distribution of y under the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model

for y (with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d) can be determined from the

distribution of z simply by replacing L� with ˇ�Qb. And (as in the special case where Qb D A�d and

L D I�A�A) inferences from y about �0ˇ under the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear

model are related to inferences from z about �0L� as follows:

(1) �0ˇ is estimable if and only if �0L� is estimable;

(2) if �0ˇ is estimable, then for any solution

�

b

r

�

to the constrained normal equations
�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

b

r

�

D

�

X0y

d

�

and any solution t to the unconstrained normal equations W 0W t D

W 0z,
�0b D �0 Qb C �0Lt; (1.74)

so that the (constrained) least squares estimator of an estimable linear combination �0ˇ equals a

constant �0 Qb plus the (unconstrained) least squares estimator of �0L�.

The validity of results (1) and (2) in the special case where Qb D A�d and L D I�A�A is evident

from what was established earlier (in preceding parts of the present subsection). And the validity of

result (1) in that special case can be used to establish its validity in the general case. Specifically,

upon observing that

L D .I�A�A/S and I�A�A D LT for some matrices S and T; (1.75)

the validity of result (1) can be extended to the general case by observing that

�0L� is estimable in the general case , �0L D a0XL for some vector a

, .�0 � a0X/L D 0 for some vector a

, .�0 � a0X/.I�A�A/ D 0 for some vector a

, �0.I�A�A/ D a0X.I�A�A/ for some vector a

, �0.I�A�A/� is estimable in the special case:

Further, the validity of result (2) can be extended to the general case by observing that (as in the

special case where Qb D A�d and L D I�A�A) b D Qb C Lt� for some vector t� and that AL D 0

and by proceeding in essentially the same way as in establishing the special case of result (2).

As in the special case where Qb D A�d and L D I�A�A, the transformed observable random

vector z D y � XQb (which follows a G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with model equation

z D W � C e, where W D XL) is such that

E.z/ D W �I

the vector of least squares residuals is
z � W t;

where t is any solution to W 0W t D W 0z; the residual sum of squares is

.z�W t/0.z�W t/I

and (in the special case of the G–M model)

.z�W t/0.z�W t/=ŒN �rank.W /� (1.76)
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is an unbiased estimator of �2. And upon letting b represent the P �1 vector whose elements are the

first P elements of any solution to the constrained normal equations

�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

b

r

�

D

�

X0y

d

�

and upon making use of result (1.74), we find that (as in the special case where Qb D A�d and

L D I�A�A)
Xb D XQb C W t (1.77)

and hence that
z � W t D y � XQb � W t D y �Xb (1.78)

and
.z�W t/0.z�W t/ D .y �Xb/0.y �Xb/: (1.79)

Moreover, rank.W / is the same as in the special case where L D I �A�A [as is evident from

result(1.75)], so that (as in that special case)

rank.W / D rank

�

X

A

�

� rank.A/ (1.80)

and hence (as in the special case where Qb D A�d and L D I�A�A) the estimator (1.76) is identical

to the unbiased estimator (1.65) of �2 obtained under the constrained G–M model for y.

The QR decomposition of A0 as a basis for choosing Qb and L. Assume that the constraint Aˇ D d

is such that A is of full row rank—this assumption can be made without loss of generality in the

sense that if rank.A/ D Q� < Q, then A contains Q� linearly independent rows, and the constraint

Aˇ D d can be replaced by the equivalent constraint A�ˇ D d�, where A� is the Q��P matrix (of

full row rank) whose rows are Q� linearly independent rows of A and where d� is the Q��1 vector

whose elements are the Q� elements of d corresponding to those Q� linearly independent rows of

A. And observe that there exist a P �P orthogonal matrix O and a Q�Q upper triangular matrix

U1 (with strictly positive diagonal elements) such that

A0 D OU D O1U1; (1.81)

where U D

�

U1

0

�

and O D .O1; O2/ [with O1 being of dimensions P �Q and O2 of dimensions

P �.P �Q/]. The decomposition (1.81) is the QR decomposition of the matrix A0—refer to Section

5.4e for a discussion of QR decompositions.

The equalities (1.81) are reexpressible in the form

A D U 0O0 D U 0
1O0

1:

Thus,
AO2 D U 0

1O0
1O2 D 0;

so that one choice for the matrix L [with C.L/ D N.A/] is

L D O2: (1.82)

Corresponding to the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model for y (with model

equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d) is the unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear

model for the transformed observable random vector z D y�XQb with model equation z D W � Ce.

When L D O2,
W D XL D XO2: (1.83)

Moreover,
Ab D d , U 0

1O0
1b D d;

so that Qb can be recharacterized as an arbitrary solution to the linear system

U 0
1O0

1b D d: (1.84)
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f. Optimality properties

Many of the statistical procedures that might be applied to an observable random vector y that follows

an (unconstrained) G–M model (with model equation y D Xˇ C e) depend on y only through the

least squares estimates of various estimable linear combinations of the elements of ˇ and through

the residual sum of squares. Those procedures can be extended for use when y follows a constrained

G–M model (in which Aˇ D d). It is simply a matter of replacing the least squares estimates and

the residual sum of squares devised on the basis of the unconstrained model with those devised on

the basis of the constrained model.

How might the extension of the various procedures be “legitimized” and to what extent do

any optimality properties carry over to the extended procedures? One way to address those issues

would be to undertake a more general version of the development undertaken earlier in establishing

the legitimacy and optimality properties of the procedures under an unconstrained G–M model.

Alternatively, we can attempt to build on what has already been established by exploiting the various

relationships between constrained least squares estimation from y under a constrained G–M model

(with model equation y D XˇCe and constraint Aˇ D d) and unconstrained least squares estimation

from the transformed vector z D y � XA�d under the corresponding unconstrained G–M model

[i.e., the unconstrained G–M model with model equation z D W � C e, where W D X.I�A�A/].

More specifically, we can reexpress the extended procedures in terms of z and in terms related to

the unconstrained G–M model with model equation z D W � C e, apply any of the results obtained

earlier under an unconstrained G–M model that are applicable to the reexpressed procedures, and

then translate those results into terms of y and in terms related to the constrained G–M model. In what

follows, that approach is illustrated by using it to extend (to constrained least squares estimators) the

results (covered by the Gauss-Markov theorem) on the optimality of least squares estimators in the

absence of any constraints.

Best linear unbiased estimation. Let y represent an N �1 observable random vector that follows a

constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint

Aˇ D d. Further, let �0ˇ represent any estimable linear combination of the elements of ˇ (so that

�0 D a0X C r 0A for some P �1 vector a and some Q�1 vector r). And let z D y � XA�d and

W D X.I�A�A/, and take t to be any P �1 vector for which W 0W t D W 0z.

Now, observe (in light of the results of Subsection e) that the constrained least squares estimator

of �0ˇ is expressible in terms of the transformed vector z as

�0A�d C �0.I�A�A/t: (1.85)

And suppose that z were assumed to follow an unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model

with model equation z D W � C e. Then, �0.I�A�A/� would be an estimable linear combination

of the elements of �, �0.I�A�A/t would be the least squares estimator of �0.I�A�A/�, and the

quantity (1.85) would be an unbiased estimator of

�0A�d C �0.I�A�A/�: (1.86)

Moreover, the quantity (1.85) is expressible in the form k C`0z (where k is a constant and ` a vector

of constants )and hence would be a linear estimator of the parametric function (1.86). In fact, among

all linear unbiased estimators of the parametric function (1.86), it would (in the special case of the

G–M model) be optimal in the sense that its variance would be smaller than that of any other linear

unbiased estimator (as is evident from Theorem 5.5.1, i.e., the Gauss-Markov theorem).

Let us translate this result (which pertains to z when z is assumed to follow an unconstrained

G–M model with model equation z D W � C e) into terms that apply to y and the constrained G–M

model (in which y D Xˇ C e and Aˇ D d). Corresponding to each scalar c and each N �1 vector

a is an expression of the form
c C a0y: (1.87)

And corresponding to each expression of the form (1.87) is an expression of the form k C`0z defined
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by the one-to-one mapping k D c C a0XA�d and ` D a from the collection of all values of c and

a onto the collection of all values of k and `. When k D c C a0XA�d and ` D a,

k C `0z � c C a0y:

The quantity c C a0y is an unbiased estimator of �0ˇ (under a constrained G–M, Aitken, or

general linear model with y D Xˇ C e and Aˇ D d) if and only if

c D r 0d and a0X C r 0A D �0 for some Q�1 vector r (1.88)

(as is evident upon recalling the results of Subsection a). And (when z is assumed to follow an

unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with model equation z D W � C e) k C `0z

is an unbiased estimator of �0A�d C �0.I�A�A/� if and only if

k D �0A�d and `0W D �0.I�A�A/: (1.89)

Moreover, when k D c C a0XA�d and ` D a, condition (1.89) is equivalent to condition (1.88), as

can be readily verified. Thus, the quantity c C a0y is an unbiased estimator of �0ˇ (when y follows a

G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with y D XˇCe and Aˇ D d) if and only if the corresponding

quantity k C `0z is an unbiased estimator of �0A�d C �0.I�A�A/� (when z is assumed to follow

an unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with model equation z D W � C e).

When y follows a constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model (with y D Xˇ C e and

Aˇ D d) and z is assumed to follow an unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with

model equation z D W � C e, the quantity c C a0y has the same variance as the corresponding

quantity k C `0z (D c C a0XA�d C a0z). And the constrained least squares estimator of �0ˇ (under

the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model for y) is of the form c C a0y and is equal to

�0A�d C �0.I�A�A/t (where W 0W t D W 0z), which is the corresponding quantity of the form

k C `0z and which (under the unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model for z with model

equation z D W � C e) is the least squares estimator of �0A�d C �0.I�A�A/�. These observations

lead to the conclusion that when y follows a constrained G–M model (with y D Xˇ C e and

Aˇ D d), the constrained least squares estimator of �0ˇ is the best linear unbiased estimator (in the

sense that it has minimum variance among all unbiased estimators of the form c C a0y).

Best translation-equivariant (linear) estimation. Let us consider how the results of the preceding

part of the present subsection (on the estimation of �0ˇ from an observable random vector y that

follows a constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with y D Xˇ C e and Aˇ D d) are

affected when the criterion of unbiasedness is replaced by one of translation equivariance.

Suppose that z (D y �XA�d) were assumed to follow an unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general

linear model with model equation z D W � C e [where W D X.I�A�A/]. Then, for k C `0z to be

a translation-equivariant estimator of �0.I�A�A/�, it would be necessary and sufficient that

`0W D �0.I�A�A/: (1.90)

Condition (1.90) would likewise be necessary and sufficient for kC`0z to be a translation-equivariant

estimator of �0A�d C �0.I�A�A/�.

Among the estimators of �0A�d C �0.I�A�A/� that would be expressible in the form k C `0z

and that would satisfy condition (1.90) would be the estimator (1.85). In fact, in the case of an

unconstrained G–M model with model equation z D W � C e, the estimator (1.85) would be the

best linear translation-equivariant estimator of �0A�d C �0.I�A�A/� [in the sense that among all

estimators of �0A�d C �0.I�A�A/� that are expressible in the form k C `0z and that are translation

equivariant, it would have the smallest mean squared error]—this result can be readily verified by

making use of Corollary 5.5.2.

Let us translate these results into terms applicable to the estimation of �0ˇ from the observable

random vector y (when y follows a constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with y D

Xˇ C e and Aˇ D d). For the quantity c C a0y to be a translation-equivariant estimator of �0ˇ

(under the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model), it is necessary and sufficient that
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.�0� a0X/.I�A�A/ D 0: (1.91)

And condition (1.91) is reexpressible in the form

a0W D �0.I�A�A/: (1.92)

Thus, the quantity c Ca0y is a translation-equivariant estimator of �0ˇ (when y follows a constrained

G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with y D XˇCe and Aˇ D d) if and only if the corresponding

quantity kC`0z (D cCa0XA�dCa0z) is a translation-equivariant estimator of �0A�dC�0.I�A�A/�

(when z is assumed to follow an unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model with model

equation z D W � C e), in which case the two quantities have the same bias (as can be verified via

a relatively straightforward exercise) as well as the same variance and hence have the same mean

squared error.

Upon recalling that the constrained least squares estimator of �0ˇ (under the constrained G–M,

Aitken, or general linear model for y) is of the form c C a0y and is translation equivariant and

that it equals �0A�d C �0.I�A�A/t (where W 0W t D W 0z), we conclude that when y follows a

constrained G–M model (with y D Xˇ C e and Aˇ D d), the constrained least squares estimator

of �0ˇ is the best linear translation-equivariant estimator (in the sense that it has minimum mean

squared error among all translation-equivariant estimators of the form c C a0y).

g. Inequality constraints

The constraint Aˇ D d in the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model consists of Q

individual equality constraints
a0

iˇ D di .i D 1; 2; : : : ; Q/ (1.93)

(where a0
i is the i th row of A and di the i th element of d). A broader class of constrained linear

models can be obtained by allowing for the possibility that some or all of the individual constraints

are inequality constraints rather than equality constraints. Accordingly, suppose that the Q individual

constraints in the constrained G–M, Aitken, or general linear model are

a0
iˇ D di .i 2 I / (1.94)

and
a0

i ˇ � di .i 2 NI /; (1.95)

where I and NI are mutually exclusive and exhaustive subsets of f1; 2; : : : ; Qg. Further, let

B D fb2R
P W a0

i bDdi .i 2I /; a0
ib � di .i 2 NI /g:

And drop the assumption that d 2 C.A/ in favor of the less restrictive assumption that the set B is

nonempty.

In connection with the inequalities (1.95), note that for any Q�1 vector a and any scalar d,

a0ˇ � d , .�a/0ˇ � �d:

Consequently, there is no essential loss of generality in not including among the inequalities (1.95)

any inequalities of the form a0ˇ � d.

When the constraints on ˇ consist of the equality constraints (1.94) and the inequality constraints

(1.95), the parameter space for the constrained G–M or Aitken model is

fˇ; � W ˇ 2B; � > 0g:

And the parameter space for the constrained general linear model is

fˇ; � W ˇ 2B; � 2�g:

Least squares estimation. Let A� represent the matrix whose rows are a0
i .i 2I /. And let � represent

any P�1 vector such that �0 2 R

�

X

A�

�

. Then, conceptually, the constrained least squares estimation

of �0ˇ in the presence of the inequality constraints (1.95) [as well as the equality constraints (1.94)]
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is relatively simple. By definition, the constrained least squares estimator of �0ˇ is �0 Qb, where Qb is

any value of the P �1 vector b at which .y �Xb/0.y �Xb/ attains its minimum value subject to the

constraints
a0

i b D di .i 2I / and a0
ib � di .i 2 NI / (1.96)

—it is worth noting that the value of �0 Qb does not vary with the choice of Qb.

For some discussion of the constrained least squares estimator �0 Qb in a relatively simple special

case [that where the minimization of .y�Xb/0.y�Xb/ is subject to the constraints d0 � a0b � d1,

or equivalently a0b � d1 and .�a/0b � �d0, and where a D �], refer to Escobar and Skarpness

(1986) and to Ohtani (1987).

Confidence intervals or sets. How might one account for the inequality constraints in constructing

confidence intervals (or 1-dimensional confidence sets) for one or more linear combinations of the

elements of ˇ or in constructing multidimensional confidence sets for one or more vectors of such

linear combinations? Perhaps the simplest way of doing so would be to first construct confidence

intervals or sets that would be suitable in the absence of the inequality constraints and to subsequently

retain only those members of each interval or set that are “compatible” with the inequality constraints.

Thus, in the case of a confidence set for a linear combination or vector of linear combinations ˛ D ƒ0ˇ,

a value Q̨ is retained only if Q̨ D ƒ0b for some vector b such that a0
i b � di .i 2 NI /. Clearly, the

intervals or sets formed by those members of the original intervals or sets that are retained have the

same probability of coverage (both 1-at-a-time and simultaneous) as the original intervals or sets,

and they may be smaller. Note that in “extreme” cases, none of the values of a linear combination

or vector of linear combinations may be retained, in which case the resultant interval or set is the

empty set.

Hypothesis tests and multiple comparisons. How might one account for the inequality constraints

in testing the null hypothesis that a linear combination of the elements of ˇ equals a hypothesized

value, in testing multiple null hypotheses of this kind, or in testing the null hypothesis that a vector

of linear combinations equals a hypothesized value? As in the absence of the inequality constraints,

confidence intervals or sets can be used as a basis for devising such tests: the null hypothesis is

rejected when the observed value of y is such that the confidence interval or set does not include

the hypothesized value. When the confidence intervals or sets that would have been used for this

purpose in the absence of the inequality constraints are modified to account for those constraints, the

associated tests of hypotheses may produce additional rejections, none of which are false rejections.

Slack variables. Each of the inequality constraints a0
i b � di .i 2 NI / can be converted into an equality

constraint by introducing an additional variable called a slack variable or a surplus variable. For

instance, consider (for any i in NI ) the inequality constraint

a0
i b � di : (1.97)

Upon introducing a slack variable si � 0, constraint (1.97) can be replaced by the equality constraint

a0
i b D diCsi : (1.98)

Clearly, a value of b satisfies the inequality constraint (1.97) if and only if it satisfies the equality

constraint (1.98) for some nonnegative value of si . Moreover, if (for some j in NI ) aj D �ai (with

�dj � di ) and sj � 0 is the slack variable corresponding to the inequality

a0
j b � dj ; (1.99)

then dj Csj D �.di Csi /, in which case

sj � 0 , si � �dj �di ;

so that a value of b satisfies both of inequalities (1.97) and (1.99) if and only if it satisfies equality

(1.98) for some value of si in the interval

0 � si � �dj �di :
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Now, as is evident from the preceding discussion, there exists a subset QI of NI for which none of

the vectors ai .i 2 QI / is a scalar multiple of any of the others and that has the following property: a

value of b satisfies the inequality constraints a0
i b � di .i 2 NI / if and only if

a0
i b D di Csi .i 2 QI /

for some scalars si .i 2 QI / with
0 � si � ui .i 2 QI /;

where (for i 2 QI ) ui is either a finite upper bound that is determinable from di and another of the

dj ’s or is C1. Thus, the problem of minimizing .y �Xb/0.y �Xb/ with respect to b subject to the

constraints (1.96) is equivalent to the problem of minimizing .y�Xb/0.y�Xb/ with respect to b and

si .i 2 QI / subject to the constraints

a0
ib D di .i 2I / and a0

i b D di Csi .i 2 QI / (1.100)
and the constraints

0 � si � ui .i 2 QI /: (1.101)

An equivalent minimization problem. Denote by s the vector whose elements are the slack variables

si .i 2 QI /, and observe (in light of Theorem 2.11.1) that there exists a value of the vector b for which

all of the equalities (1.100) are simultaneously satisfied if and only if
��

I 0

0 I

�

�

�

A1

A2

��

A1

A2

�� � �

d1

d2Cs

�

D

�

0

0

�

; (1.102)

where A1 is the matrix with rows a0
i .i 2 I / and A2 the matrix with rows a0

i .i 2 QI / and where d1

is the column vector with elements di .i 2 I / and d2 the column vector with elements di .i 2 QI /.

Further, let G represent any generalized inverse of the partitioned matrix

0

@

X0X A0
1 A0

2

A1 0 0

A2 0 0

1

A, and

partition G conformally with

0

@

X0X A0
1 A0

2

A1 0 0

A2 0 0

1

A as

0

@

G11 G12 G13

G21 G22 G23

G31 G32 G33

1

A. And observe that for any

value of s that satisfies condition (1.102), .y �Xb/0.y �Xb/ attains a minimum value [with respect

to b subject to condition (1.100)] of

Œy �XG11X0y �XG12d1�XG13.d2Cs/�0Œy �XG11X0y �XG12d1�XG13.d2Cs/� (1.103)

and does so at
b D G11X0y C G12d1 C G13.d2Cs/: (1.104)

It is now clear that the problem of finding a value of b that minimizes .y�Xb/0.y�Xb/ with respect

to b subject to the constraints (1.96) can be solved indirectly by minimizing the quantity (1.103)

with respect to s subject to the constraints (1.101) and (1.102) and by obtaining the value of b

from expression (1.104). This approach can be advantageous in applications where the number of

inequality constraints is small relative to the number P of elements in ˇ.

Computational considerations. Both the problem of minimizing .y �Xb/0.y �Xb/ with respect

to b subject to the constraints (1.96) and that of minimizing the quantity (1.103) with respect to s

subject to the constraints (1.101) and (1.102) are in essence quadratic programming problems. For

a thorough discussion of these kinds of problems and of various algorithms for solving them, refer

to Nocedal and Wright (2006).

Exercises

Exercise 1. Using the technique described in Section 8.1a (or otherwise), extend the coverage of the

following results in Section 5.3 [about estimability under an unconstrained G–M, Aitken, or general
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linear model (with model equation y D Xˇ D e)] to estimability under a constrained G–M, Aitken,

or general linear model (with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d):

(a) the results pertaining to the issue of “how many essentially different estimable functions there

are”;

(b) the result that condition (5.3.6) is necessary and sufficient for the estimability of �0ˇ; and

(c) the result that condition (5.3.9) is necessary and sufficient for the estimability of �0ˇ.

Exercise 2. Suppose that y is an N �1 observable random vector that follows a constrained G–M

(or Aitken or general linear) model, with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d.

Show that for any P �1 vector r (of constants), r 0X0y is the constrained least squares estimator of

its expected value (i.e., of r 0X0Xˇ) if and only if

Xr 2 CŒX.I�A�A/�: (E.1)

Exercise 3. Let B represent a partitioned matrix of the form B D

�

X0X A0

A 0

�

, and let G represent

a generalized inverse (of B) that has been partitioned as G D

�

G11 G12

G21 G22

�

, conformally to the

partitioning of B (so that the dimensions of G11 are the same as those of X0X). Add to the results of

Corollary 8.1.4 by using Lemma 8.1.3 (or other means) to show (1) that

AG11A0 D 0; X0XG11A0 D 0; and AG11X0X D 0;
(2) that

X0XG12A D A0G21X0X D �A0G22A;

and (3) that
X0X D X0XG11X0X � A0G22A:

Exercise 4. Suppose that y is an N �1 observable random vector that follows a constrained G–M

model, with model equation y D Xˇ C e and constraint Aˇ D d. Further, let Ǫ represent a P �1

vector whose elements are the constrained least squares estimators of the corresponding elements

of the vector X0Xˇ, and let Q̨ represent a P �1 vector whose elements are the unconstrained least

squares estimators. And take G to be a generalized inverse of the partitioned matrix

�

X0X A0

A 0

�

,

and partition G conformally as G D

�

G11 G12

G21 G22

�

.

(a) Making use of the results of Exercise 3 (or otherwise), show that

var. Q̨ / D var. Ǫ / C �2.�A0G22A/:

(b) Show that the result of Part (a) implies that the matrix �A0G22A is symmetric and nonnegative

definite.

Exercise 5. Take the setting to be that of the final part of Section 8.1e, and adopt the notation and

terminology employed therein. Suppose that the transformed vector z were taken to be z D y�XO1h,

where h is the unique solution to the linear system U 0
1h D d (in h), rather than z D y�XQb. Show that

if (under the constrained G–M model with model equation y D Xˇ Ce and constraint Aˇ D d) �0ˇ

is estimable, then for any solution

�

b

r

�

to the constrained normal equations

�

X0X A0

A 0

� �

b

r

�

D
�

X0y

d

�

and any solution t to the unconstrained normal equations W 0W t D W 0z (where W D

XO2),

�0b D .O0
1�/0h C .O0

2�/0t: (E.2)
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Bibliographic and Supplementary Notes

§1d and Exercise 3. The results of Corollary 8.1.4 and Exercise 3 on generalized inverses of partitioned

matrices of the form

�

X0X A0

A 0

�

are among those covered by Harville (1997, theorem 19.4.2). However, the

approach taken herein in the derivation of those results (that taken in the derivation of Corollary 8.1.4 and

suggested for use in the derivation of the results of Exercise 3) differs somewhat from that adopted in the earlier

source.

§1e and Exercise 5. Exercise 5 and the results of the final part of Section 8.1e are closely related to the

results presented by Golub and Van Loan (2013) in their Section 6.2.3.
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